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U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.
A SCIENCE FICTION MUSICAL COMEDY

PRODUCTION NOTES

I have purposely left the design and operation of GS2 (the space probe) to your production technical crew.
This is purely because the advance in computer technology and modern materials makes it almost impossible to
predict just where we will be in five or ten years plus when you see what the modern West End musical is capable
of at the present time, there seems to be very little that cannot be achieved. In any case, I’m sure a few of your
students will enjoy the challenge in creating the Galactic Surveyor from whatever is lying around in the workshop.
Indeed, it would be a great publicity point to run some sort of competition amongst the art department students to
come up with the ‘best original design’. For simplicity, I suggest a very simple ‘Surveyor’ could be made from
buying one of those large disco multi colour flashing balls, adding a few bits and pieces along with a voice activated
unit, then suspending it from the flies with a strong black line. The offstage dialogue for the surveyor could be
linked to the voice activation control to work as ‘Surveyor’ speaks.

As for the aliens, there again; this is another challenge for the make-up and costume department. The only
stipulation I make, is that the space costume is so designed that it reaches to the floor to cover the actor’s feet so
they cannot be seen, as they have to be on (silent) roller skates thereby any movements in Act 1 & Act 4 will give
the impression of floating in space.

The alien’s costumes need to be slightly adapted for the final act (5) and worn as an ‘alien fancy dress’ but
you can now dispense with the roller skates. I wrote it this way for continuity as there would not be enough time to
remove all of the alien make-up again, (if their ‘homo sapien’roles are to be played by the same actors). This way
their alien make-up can now be re-applied during the interval and worn continuously until the end of the production.

In Act 5, the costume for GS2 (an armoured knight) may have to be hired, unless someone can make a ‘Darth
Vader’ style costume or buy one of the Star War soldiers and make a few suitable alterations.  Anyhow, I’m sure
everyone will get a great deal of enjoyment and satisfaction from producing U.F.O. I certainly did in writing it.
Best of luck,

Dennis  A. Westgate.

  NOTE: I’ve made a few suggestions on how to make the backdrops & mobiles at the end of this book.

the music album is
also available separately
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U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.
CAST LIST

THE ALIENS

G. S. 2. The Galactic Surveyor. .............. Space probe (Suspended & operated from the flies)

THE VOICE OF G.S.2 ........................... Male offstage voice
THE VOICE OF G.S.5 ........................... Female offtage voice
HOME BASE ......................................... Offstage voice
* M. L. D.  (also Melody on Earth) .............. Alien Project Leader
* B. Zed EE ............................................ Alien Student (Bossy)
* D. Zed EE ............................................ Alien Student (Scatterbrain)
* E. Zed EE ............................................. Alien Student (Laid-back)
(N.B. * These  aliens will have to be proficient with roller skates. This is necessary for the outer-space sequences,
to give the illusion of floating in space)

THE HUMANS

VICTOR BLUNT ................................... Editor of the Daily Planet
HELGA JOYCE ..................................... Junior   Reporter
PETER PATEK ...................................... The Village Baker
Mdme. RENAIN..................................... Principal of Lillden College
MELODY (also Project Leader M.L.D) ........ Could be played by a different actor)
INGRID .................................................. A Student of Lillden College
SONIA .................................................... Student "
MARIANNE........................................... Student "
ALAN ..................................................... Student "
FRED ...................................................... Student "
THE VILLAGERS ................................. Extras
(N.B. * If preferred, the three aliens could be played by 3 other actors for Act 3. This way it wouldn’t be necessary
to have them remove the alien costume and make-up. However they would  have to show similar personalities)

        ACT 1.  EARTHBOUND
        ACT 2.  HELGA'S BIG BREAK
        ACT 3.  LIESTERMUND VILLAGE

        INTERVAL

        ACT 4.  BACK IN SPACE

       ACT  5.  CHRISTMAS IN LIESTERMUND

Running time approximately 2hrs 30 mins + interval

 Book, Music & Lyrics by
DENNIS A. WESTGATE
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U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.U. F. O.
ACT  1.

EARTHBOUND

(The setting is some miles above Earth. The Galactic Surveyor, is patiently awaiting instructions from Home Base
Niva. The dialogue should be as realistic as possible with a time lapse between messages. Home Base should
sound slightly distorted. This  dialogue is spoken through a suitable sound system).

H. BASE Home base Niva calling Surveyor.  Come in G. S. 2.

G. S. 2. Galactic Surveyor Two, to Niva... Awaiting your instructions

H. BASE What is your present position.

G. S. 2. Vega sector three nine six... Lateral seven four seven... Galaxy system two seven four nine five
three

H. BASE Report findings on present location

G. S. 2. One binary star of little significance. Ten accompanying planetary bodies. Indications of
intelligent organisms on third planet out from star.

H. BASE What is the biological analysis

G. S. 2. Variable life forms, from primitive to simple bipeds.  Request permission to move to new
location

H. BASE Negative.. Repeat NEGATIVE... Hold your present position and await further instructions.

G. S. 2. May one ask why?  There is nothing of interest in this system.

H. BASE I repeat.. Hold and wait. We have an important message from the Galactic Council of
Further Education.

G. S. 2. Did you say 'Important?'

H. BASE Would we bother you otherwise?

G. S. 2. It has been known...  What is the message.

H. BASE Please adjust you antennae and transmit the precise co-ordinates, then stand by to receive
visitors.

G. S. 2. Visitors?

H. BASE That is correct!  You are to receive a party of students.

G. S. 2. Students??
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G. S. 2. Phase one complete.. Prepare for transportation to surface.
 (Special effects as  M.L.D. disappears with a rush of noise and coloured lights).

D.Z.E Oooo! Isn't this exciting. Lucky thing, I wish I was going too.

B.Z.E Hah! One look at you, would be enough to set the natives back 30 zenots.

E.Z.E. Well, I'm glad it isn't me..The thought of being turned into one of those humanoid aliens  is
enough to give me 'scale rot'.

G. S. 2. G. S. 2. to Field Surveyor M. L. D. Confirm  your arrival.  (F.X for reply)..  I am beaming down
your survival equipment.  You have one zell to select a suitable specimen and return.
Acknowledge... (F.X. reply)

B.Z.E. I know It all looks very nice, but I wonder what it's really like down there...

E.Z.E. I'm only too glad we don't have to find out.

H. BASE This is Home Base Niva calling Surveyor 2.. Priority Code One.. Come in G.S.2..

G.S.2. Surveyor Two  to Niva... Priority code one acknowledged.. What is your message?

H. BASE Asteroid damage to Starship Excelsior in sector 115.. Immediate assistance required.. Effect
emergency code 279 and proceed immediately.  Acknowledge..

G.S.2. Message received and understood.. Will implement and proceed.  Over and out.

B.Z.E. Are you off then?? ... Don't worry about us.. We'll be OK!.

G.S.2 I cannot leave you alone out here.. Without power, your  environmental shield will decay in
one zincor. For reasons of safety, you will all be transported to planet Earth. I shall return for
you as soon as possible.

D.Z.E (Elated) Gr...eat!!!!

E.Z.E (Appalled) Kr...atz!!

B.Z.E. (Resigned) Guess we're going to find out what it's like after all.

G.S.2. You will all prepare for transmutation...Energising
(Students move to designated places, each one under a separate spotlight as music intro plays. G.S.2 dialogue
continues over music and on cue)

G.S.2. On no account must any contact be made with the alien life forms until you have contacted
the team leader M.L.D. who will complete your indoctrination. Understood?
(All nod nervously and take up their appointed positions for F.X.)

SONG:  EARTHBOUND

STUDENTS (chant over music)
Is it all. What they say,
Sometime's night, sometime's day
To survive very hard, freezing cold, boiling hot
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Is it all what they say, very soon on our way
Earthbound. We're Earthbound

G.S.2. (spoken) G.S.2. to Team Leader M.L.D... Acknowledge....... (F.X. reply)
I am implementing  emergency code 279..
Prepare to receive student party.. Acknowledge..(F.X.Reply)
Countdown commencing....

STUDENTS
Is it all. What we see,
Can we stand gravity
Many things to beware, aliens living there
Is it all. What they say, very soon on our way
Earthbound. We're Earthbound

Many things we must remember
Wintertime is called December on the Earth
Do not act at all suspicious
Or the natives may turn vicious on the Earth

G.S.2. (spoken) You will be in a hostile environment...Stay calm...
Be vigilant at all times.
Do not bring attention to yourselves.

STUDENTS
Is it all. How we feel, now at last this is real
From our home far in space
Going down to the place called the Earth
Earthbound. We're Earth bound

G.S.2 (spoken) Molecular reconstitution taking place..
Five.. Four... Three.. Two... One.......
Energising....
( Sound and Light effects to blackout)

END OF ACT 1.
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ACT 2.

HELGA'S 'BIG BREAK'

(We’re in the editor’s office of the Daily Planet  VIictor is seated at a desk surrounded by a bank of telephones and
filing baskets,  piled high with correspondence. His shirt sleeves are rolled up and is busily shuffling papers around.
Other members of staff whizz in and out in a hive of activity, placing items of news in the baskets, or handing him
slips of paper which he glances at and either nods approval or crunches it up and throws it in the waste paper
basket. One of the desk phones rings).

VICTOR City Desk.... What's that?..You'll have to speak up..You've seen a what?..(condiscendingly) Yeah!
Yeah!.. (Pulls receiver away as if deafened, shakes his head, then returns it to his ear with a sigh of resignation
). Okay! Okay!.. So You're deadly serious... What's your name?... Ingrid...  (Hastily scribbles on a
note pad)  How do you spell that?  Where did you say you lived?. Leistermund.....  (with sarcasm)
You sure it ain't the mountain air?  Altitude can play some funny tricks with the senses. (holding
phone away from ear)  Okay! Keep your vest on... Did anyone else see this U.F.O. thing?.. I guess
I'll just have to take your word for it then, won't I?... O.K. Tell you what I'll do, I'll get my best
reporter on it right away....Yes.. No... I won't forget to give you a mention. (Replaces receiver).
Everybody wants to be a star!..

(One of the junior staff hands him a news item which he quickly scrutinises and edits with brisk strokes of his pen)

VICTOR Not bad.. But not good either.. It needs more PUNCH to it... More ZIP.. More ZEST.. You've
got all the facts right, but we aren't publishing a telephone directory.  Our readers aren't interested
in what this 'Madame Zercovia' had for lunch, they're more interested in what she had for
breakfast, and with whom. (Returns the notepad ) Get my meaning?

(The young reporter gives an enlightened nod and exits as the VICTOR follows his departure with a resigned smile
before reverting to his usual brusqueness, picking up one of the telephone and tapping out a number)

VICTOR Hello John, It's me, Victor.. How are things in the Insurance Business?... What makes you think
I need a favour? Do I detect a hint of cynicism?  O.K. I'll come clean. Just had a call from a
schoolkid up in Liestermund Village who swears she saw a U.F.O. last night.(Laughs at the reply)
Probably.. You never know, there may be an element of truth in it. She certainly sounded
convincing, but it isn't worth sending one of my reporters up there on a wild goose chase
however, I do know you have a lot of clients in that area and who knows what might arise if this
U.F.O. comes down on some poor unsuspecting homestead. There could be quite a few claims
for damage.What’s that?  "An Act of God".. (Jokingly) Well ain't he an alien?.. So what about
it? Okay it was worth a try. Thanks anyway, we must meet up for lunch sometime. Chow!

 (As he is holding this conversation, Helga enters rather nervously, carrying a tray with  tea and biscuits. Whilst
transfering the cup to the table, she spills some of the contents on the floor, so she hunkers down and begins mopping
it up . Victor replaces the receiver, stands up to  peer at  her over the desk).

VICTOR (Quizzically) You must be the new tea girl.  What's your name?

HELGA Helga sir.

VICTOR (Warmly) And how long do you plan on being down there?

HELGA Sorry sir. (Gets up and hands the cup to him, carefully) I usually work downstairs in the post room, but
your regular tea girl called in sick, so I'm her temporary replacement.  Is that alright  sir..strong,
black and six sugars?
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VICTOR (Takes a sip and nods appreciatively)  What did you say your name was?

HELGA (Pleasingly) It's Helga.  Helga Joyce sir.
(Offers him a biscuit, which he refuses with a wave of the hand and returns to his busy schedule. Helga, feeling
somewhat out of her depth, turns to leave but stops as he continues the conversation).

VICTOR  So how do you like the newspaper business?

HELGA (Enthusiastically) Oh! I love it sir!

VICTOR And what are your aspirations?  (She is somewhat taken aback by the question, unsure of the meaning).  Are
you in it for the money, or do I detect a more ambitious intention?

HELGA (Timidly) I would like to be a reporter.... Some day..

VICTOR Oh is that all! (Smiling) For a moment  I thought you were after my job. (teasingly) I wouldn't
recommend it. You're better off in the typing pool.(She shakes her head emphatically)  Got your mind
set on being a news reporter, is that it! (She nods just as emphatically). It's not as glamorous as you
might think. Got to be prepared to work long hours for very little reward.... Take lots of knocks...
Be  totally dedicated...Determined... Purposeful Single minded..(Helga eagerly hangs onto his every
word) A good reporter needs the nose of a bloodhound... The aggressiveness of a bull terrier...
The heart of a lion... and the skin of a rhino.... 'Think you could be all of these?.....

HELGA (With purpose) Definitely sir!

VICTOR (Grins) Then you're definitely in the wrong job .. You should be working in a zoo.    (Her enthusiasm
is suddenly deflated, but he chuckles and she sighs with relief.)   So you've got your mind set on being a
reporter eh?  (He slaps his hand on the desk as he rises purposefully )
O.K. Miss Helga Joyce.. How would you like to take on your first assignment?

HELGA (Wide eyed) What now? You mean right now?

VICTOR No time like the present... (Offhandedly)  Of course If you don't feel up to it....Or perhaps you need
your parents permission?

HELGA Oh! You wouldn't know.. but I'm an orphan that's why it's important for me to make something
of myself. I won't let you down sir.

VICTOR Very well!  (Scribbles on his pad and hands her the note)  Get yourself up to this address and check
with a schoolgirl called Ingrid Zimmermann..  She rang me with some tale about seeing a
U.F.O....You know what a U.F.O. is don't you?

HELGA (Knowingly) An unidentified flying object.. Possibly alien.

VICTOR (Dryly)  They usually are...(as she give him a quizzical look, he smiles at her eagerness)
U.F.Os. Aliens. (In a lighter tone)  Could be a hoax of course. You know what school kids
are...Anyhow, all I want you to do, is talk to her. Ask around... See if anyone can collaborate
her story..If so, report back to me... Think you can handle it?

HELGA (Enthusiastically)  You bet!.. Just leave everything to me.

VICTOR That's my girl  (Slaps her on the back)  Wait here...I'll get some travel and expenses organised for
you. (exits)
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HELGA (Apprehensively) Oh my!... Oh dear!... What have I let myself in for?  (With a shrug of the
shoulders)  Come on now Helga... Pull yourself together...  (Sits on the corner of the desk as music
intro plays)  Dad always told me to take the breaks when they come, but I never thought it
would be so soon.      (Gives a big thoughtful sigh and sings on cue)

SONG: HOLD THE FRONT PAGE

HELGA Could this be my moment
The one I always dreamed about
Could it. Is it. Can it possibly be
No one else can share it,
This feeling I am feeling now
This is what I've always wanted to be
I know it's just beginning. the writing's on the wall
The presses are all waiting. Waiting for my call

Hold the front page I've got a headline story
Hold the front page until you hear my story
Nobody cares, they say I'm living on air
So I must know my own mind, prove them all wrong
Stick to my guns, one day they'll find

I've made the front page, the Daily News reporter earning a wage,
Dad's one time little daughter
"Give it a whirl" he told me "You'll make it girl
No matter how long it takes, how your heart aches
Look for the breaks and when they come

You'll make the front page, under the headline story
You'll be the rage in circles literary
And when the host at parties, proudly will boast at parties
This is my friend, Miss Helga Joyce,
Watch out for her, the people's voice
(Music tempo changes to a 'slow strut' as Helga takes the VICTOR's hat and cane from the stand and goes
into a step and high kick routine.  Other members of the cast enter for final ending)

CHORUS (Sing)
Look at her now. Miss Helga Joyce, one day she's filing letters.
Now Helga Joyce the people's voice, is mixing with her betters
She always said she'd do it,  nobody cared or knew it.
Just goes to show, proved us all wrong
If you believe, it can be done

She's on the front page, she even has her picture on the front page
Under a special feature
Look at her now she's made it, so take a bow parade it

HELGA Look at me now, Miss Helga Joyce the people's voice, I've made the front page
(with rest of cast)
She's made the front page     (All hold  final pose to blackout)

END OF ACT 2
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ACT 3

THE VILLAGE OF LEISTERMUND.

(The scene is the village square. At downstage right, is a picket fence surrounding  the school area. The gatepost
has a sign which simply reads 'LILLDEN COLLEGE' . In the far left corner are stairs leading up to the  entrance.
There is a banner strung across the stage with the wording

                                            WELCOME TO THE 25TH. LIESTERMUND ANNUAL FESTIVAL.
Downstage left is Peter's bakery  shop and downstage right there’s an open-plan telephone kiosk)

(The time is early morning and the action commences with Peter coming out of  his shop, slapping the fine dusting
of flour from his clothes before wiping his hands on his apron.  Then taking in a  lung full of air, he picks up a broom
from the doorway and begins to sweep from his doorway into the street.   Mdme. Renain (The School Head) enters
from upstage right heading towards the school. On seeing Peter, who has his back to her, she calls out to him).

Mdme. R. Good morning Peter

PETER (Jumps in alarm, then salutes her with the broom) 'Morning Madam Renain

Mdme R.  I trust everything is in order for this afternoon.

PETER Yes indeedy!  (Taking a list from his pocket with a flourish)  The last batch of  rolls are in the oven.
(Waving the list at her) Been up since 4 a.m. doing this lot.

Mdme. R. (Brightly) Top marks young man! If everyone else proves as efficient as you, this will surely be
a memorable event.  (Returns list with a gratified smile and heads for the school, stopping at the gate to speak
again). So when can I expect delivery?

PETER You'll have them within the hour.

Mdme. R. Excellent!
(She exits to school and Peter continues with his sweeping. Alan enters on his bicycle. listening to his  music on
his headphones. This is the cue for the rest of the students to enter from different points, i.e. either side of the stage,
the back of the auditorium and through the audience. Alan props up the bike and locks it, then removing his ‘phones
crosses to talk to Peter. Meanwhile, Sonia arrives with Frederick engaged in small talk as Marianne enters from
the opposite side, swinging her rucksack. She waves to Sonia, who beckons her over. The other pupils gather in
groups)

ALAN (To Peter) What do you think?..  (Offers the earphones to him. He listens for a moment before returning them)

PETER Bit too wild for me! (Pulls a wry face) Too much of that is liable to make you deaf.

ALAN (Cupping his ear) What was that?
(Peter acknowledges the joke by threatening Alan with the broom but he easily sidesteps the action and replaces
the headset. Peter shakes his head and exits into the shop. Sonia and Marianne, are having an animated discussion
Frederick is not interested in their conversation so he saunters across to Alan).

FRED' (to Alan, after pulling one of the earphones away from him)  How did it go last night?

ALAN (Pulls a non-committal face) Alright I suppose.

FRED' (Nudging him questioningly) Well?
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ALAN Well what?

FRED' (Offhandedly)  It's O.K. if you don't want to talk about it. (slyly) Must have been better than
just.....alright! (Looks at his watch)  She's late (Knowingly) and Ingrid is never late.

ALAN (Peeved) Well don't look at me, I was home by ten.

FRED' What happened?

ALAN (Eager to confide) All she did was rabbit on about the night before and seeing a strange light in
the sky. Kept on going on about  visitors from  another world. (Pokes his temple) Round the twist
if you ask me.

FRED' (Nods in the direction of Sonia)  Tell me something new! All Sonia can talk about is this festival and
the fancy dress competition? Wants us to go dressed as Anthony and Cleopatra? (Seriously) Can
you see me in a toga?

ALAN No way.. I've seen your legs.. Uuuugh!

FRED So I suggested Tarzan and Jane. (With a lecherous smile)  She soon changed her tune when I
suggested a bit of monkey business. (Swings his arms in an ape-like gesture)

SONIA I heard that!

(Frederick and Alan exchange cheeky grins as they move to sit on the steps of the baker's shop. Sonia and
Marianne follow their progress with a shake of the head).

SONIA (Angrily) Ooooh! Sometimes, I could murder him!

MARIANNE (Jokingly) I think you mean swing for him... Don't you....Jane!

SONIA (Dryly) Ha! Ha! Very funny Marianne. (Ingrid enters in a breathless state.)

MARIANNE (To Ingrid)  You’re late!

INGID Sorry about that.  I was awake half the night.

SONIA (Teasingly) Anybody we know?  Hope your parents don't find out.

INGRID (Dramatically) You'll never believe what I saw.

ALAN (Calls across sarcastically) Go on Ingrid.. Tell them about the little green hairy things.

SONIA (To Alan)  OOOOH!.. Would those be your legs or Freddies?

FRED' (Huffed) Very funny..

MARIANNE (Intrigued) Do tell all!

INGRID I’m sure it was a  U.F.O.  (Both girls give her an incredulous look. She hurriedly continues)  It's true!..It
was about midnight and I was reading this great book, (with a knowing smile) You know the kind
you don't want to put down. (They all smile back)  Then I noticed this strange glow in the sky.
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MARIANNE Och Aye! (Ironically) It’s called the moon?

INGRID (Ignoring the remark and describing with her hands) You know those novelty lamps with those
globules of coloured oil that float up and down when they're heated.  It was kinda like that,
except this one seemed to float slowly down until it disappeared behind the houses.

SONIA Then what happened?

INGRID Nothing really.  The whole episode only lasted for a few minutes. But it was so scary. I've
hardly slept since but nobody else seems to have seen anything.

MARIANNE (Cynically) What! No green eyed monsters? Bit of a let down if you ask me!.

SONIA Can't see what they'd want to come here for anyway.

FRED (Dramatically) Could be they're looking for a few healthy specimens to propagate  a new super
master race.

SONIA (Flippantly) Well, that counts you out!

(Frederick makes a sour face and Sonia cheekily pokes her tongue at him. He gets up and moves to grab her.
Marianne and Ingrid giggle as Sonia uses them as a shield. At this moment Peter comes out from the shop with
a basket of bread rolls and Sonia, avoiding Frederick's attempts to grab hold of her, runs up to him and clings
on to his arm with a much overdone dramatic display)

PETER (Teetering unsteadily)  Hoy!.. Mind me buns.

SONIA (In mock horror)  Oh that's nice isn't it!  Here's your poor kid sister about to be set upon, by those
two (Alan & Frederick are stunned by the accusation as Sonia continues)   And all you're concerned
about are a few old buns.
(Peter's puts down the basket and picks out one of the bread buns.)

PETER What do you mean! Old???  (Tosses the bun to Frederick)  What do you think?

FRED (Squeezes it suggestively) Nothing wrong with that!  (to Alan) Is there?

(He passes the bread to Alan who adopts a lecherous grin. Sonia gives the laughing Fred an annoyed slap on
the arm and  joins the other girls. Peter exits into the shop as Fred & Alan  jokingly repeat the actions with
the other boys. Ingrid gives  them a look of disdain)

INGRID (To Marianne as Sonia joins them) Huh! Just look at them. I wish I could knock that silly look off
their faces.

SONIA (Angrily to Marianne) That's it! This time he's really done it. (Glares at Frederick)

MARIANNE (Making light of it)  Ah. Come off it you two! They’re just empty words. They know you don't
mean it and the more annoyed you get, the more they like it. I've got four brothers at home
and they're exactly the same.

SONIA (Haughtily) What you’re saying is ‘If we can’t beat them, we may as well join them!’

MARIANNE (Amused) Hardly!..Though I must admit having five men in the family has made me slightly
cynical, but I'm not anti-male if that's what you’re thinking
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INGRID (Over music intro) One thing I could never be, or even want to be, is a member of the opposite
sex... (smiles suggestively)

MARIANNE (Knowingly)  Boys will be boys and as far as I'm concerned, let's  keep it that way.
SONG: SEX TALK

MARIANNE  (singing to Sonia)
You can play a round of tennis with an Errol or a Dennis
Do the pole vault with an Andrew or a Jimmy
You can take up with a hobby with a David or a Bobby
But you cannot be just one of the boys.

(To Ingrid) You can run a hundred metres with a Joseph or a Peter
Take up riding with a Harry or a Brian
You can climb every mountain with a Steven or a Martin
But you cannot be just one of the boys.

ALL GIRLS 'Cos when boys get together
They don't talk about the weather that's for sure
Their main conversation is their basic inclination and the cure

INGRID They plan and they scheme sit around in a dream
With only one thought on their brain

SONIA And proudly discourse on this primeval force
And look on it all as a game  (looking across to the boys)

ALL GIRLS Girl Talk. Girl Talk.
Boys are all of a kind
Girl Talk. Girl Talk.
Nothin' else on their mind

ALL BOYS Boy Talk. Boy Talk.
Girls are all of a kind  (responding)
Boy Talk. Boy Talk.
Nothin' else on their mind.

MARIANNE Boys are all of a kind, you will find out

PETER Girls are all of one mind, there is no doubt

BOYS Some are cold as ice, some are very nice.
Some think love is a sin.

GIRLS Look into their eyes, you'll see paradise
Guess a girl cannot win.

BOYS Girl Talk. Girl Talk.

MARIANNE Girls you'd better beware

BOYS Girl `Talk. Girl Talk.
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PETER Well, let me know if I can help in any other way.
(She exits back to the school. Peter returns into his shop as Melody, dressed as a hitchhiker enters D.R.. absorbed
in reading  a map,  familiarising herself with her surroundings. After a quck look around,making sure she is alone,
she shrugs off her backpack and takes her transmitter  from a side pocket)

MELODY M.L.D. to Surveyor 2.  Come in Surveyor 2 (No response)  Is anyone there?
(Again there is no response. She shakes and rattles the handset and puts it to her ear, but gives it up as a bad job
and moves to the steps of Peter's doorway to sit down before putting the transmitter away.  She folds up the map
and shoves it into one of the other pockets, exchanging it for a paperback  which she opens and begins to flick
quickly through the pages as if memorising its contents.  Because she is so intent, she does not hear Peter come
from the shop carrying a  basket of bread rolls. He notices her too late and on trying to avoid a collision, sends
the basket flying into the street.)

MELODY (Jumping up) Oh! How very sorry I am... I did not visualise you

PETER That's alright miss.. No harm done..  (Picks up one of the bread rolls, wipes it on his apron then holds it
up for her inspection).   See! Good as new.   (He gives her a welcoming smile)  Guess you're a stranger
to these parts.  (She gives him a wary look. He grins at her.)  I can tell by the accent.   Welcome to
Liestermund!  (She does not take the proffered hand and he hesitates, then with some embarrassment, wipes
it on his apron before continuing)  Are you here for any particular reason, or just passing through?

MELODY (Getting to her feet)  Passing through?

PETER Sorry.. I guess you don't speak the lingo so good. (Speaking slowly) Are you here for the festival?
(Pointing again to the banner)

MELODY Ah! Yes.. I am a student.. I am  here to study. You are also a student?

PETER (Laughing)  Not likely!  I've already served my time. (Begins to pick up the other rolls as faint singing
is heard from the school)   And if I don't get this lot delivered, I'll be serving a different kind of time.

MELODY I can help.. Yes?

PETER If you like.

MELODY I like indeed very much so. (She helps putting the rolls into the basket)

PETER Hey. That's a great accent you have there. Is it Spanish... Scandinavian... Russian.. Sure sounds
funny.. (She laughs with him)  By the way I didn't catch your name.

MELODY Catch my name? (Seriously)  But I did not throw it!.

PETER (With amused surprise) You really are something!. My name's Peter  (Pointing at his chest)

MELODY Ah!...(Taps her chest) .... Em..Ell...Dee.

PETER Mel.. O..Dee... Oh! Melody!.. That's an unusual name. You wouldn't be a musician by any
chance?

MELODY I do not understand.  What is this MORtician

PETER No... Not a MOR-tician .. MU-sician. (laughs) Mind you, some of today's renditions are loud
enough to wake the dead. So you could be right. (The remark is met with a blank stare. He shrugs and
continues hurriedly)..   Sorry to rush, but Madame is a stickler for punctuality.
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MELODY Stickleback! Is that not some kind of fish?

PETER Oooh! I wouldn't repeat that in certain company. More than 'me' job's worth. Come on.  I'll
introduce you to the natives.  They're gonna love you.

MELODY What is this Laaaaarv?  (They talk as they exit into school)

PETER I'm sure the girls will be only too pleased to enlighten you.

(S.F.X. offstage. Bee Zee, Dee Zee and Ee Zee enter(they are now human) walking very unsteadily. They wear an
odd assortment of clothing which gives them a rather bizairre appearance.  They explore their surroundings with
childlike curiosity. Everything invites attention and is either carefully inspected, prodded or sniffed at).

E.ZEE This is a very strange place. Not at all like Zier.

D.ZEE And WE are very funny looking too, don't you think?  (Looks down at her feet)  I do not care for
this kind of locomotion... In fact.. I do not like it at all.  It is very difficult to keep one's balance...
What are these appendages called?

B.ZEE (Takes from her pocket a metal probe which she plugs into a watch-like device on her wrist and points the probe
at D.Zee's legs then reads the display on the wristwatch)  The informer tells me that they are called 'LEGS'

D.ZEE Well. I do not like these EGGS.. It is a foolish way to move about..

B.ZEE It is also difficult to move at acceleration.. One could easily fall over.

D.ZEE I have never fallen over before. I do not think I would like that.

E.ZEE That would be a terrible experience.  One could lie around for ages

D.ZEE One could even DIE from immobility!

B.ZEE Do not talk  so foolishly!  These aliens must fall down all the time but I have not seen any dead
ones lying around anywhere.. Have you?  (Shake heads) We will just have to observe and learn..
(To E.Zee who has picked one of the flowers)  What have you got there?

E.ZEE I do not know.. It looks harmless.. Is it edible?  (Holds it out for analysis)

B.ZEE (Scans it) It is a simple form of plant life.

E.ZEE But is it edible?

B.ZEE It does not say.  But we must not sample any of this alien material until we have spoken with
M.L.D.

E.ZEE She should be here to meet us..

D.ZEE Are you sure we are at the right location?

B.ZEE I think so.. We will just have to wait here until she arrives.

D.ZEE But how will we recognise her, if she also looks like one of these aliens.  The Surveyor told us
not to communicate with them.
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B.ZEE Do not complicate matters. We will just have to use our initiative. After all..  We are class 'A'
students.

E.ZEE. (Nervously)  BeeZee I think we are being observed.

B.ZEE Where?  (E.Zee points to telephone kiosk)

D.ZEE What do you think it is?

B.ZEE (Putting on a brave face)  How should I know!  We shall investigate. (to D.Zee)  Get inside.

D.ZEE I do not wish to. Let Eeezee get inside.

E.ZEE I do not wish to either. (To B.Zee) Why don't you?

B.ZEE Because I am in command. (Pushes D.Zee) No. It must be you..

D.ZEE Why me!

B.ZEE Because YOU are second in command.

D.ZEE Since when?

E.ZEE (Helps to push her)  Since NOW!

B.ZEE Do not worry, we are right behind you.
(The other two retire to a safe distance as DeeZee picks up the receiver.  She is at a loss what to do with it and
puts it to her mouth, her nose then her ear and suddenly drops it).

D.ZEE I do not like this.  I do not like this at all.

B.ZEE What is that clicking noise?

D.ZEE I think it is my teeth.

B.ZEE For a class 'A' student you are sometimes very foolish..It looks harmless to me... It will not eat
you.. I think... (Takes out the probe and scans the phone booth)   What did I tell you... It is only some
form of simple transmitter.  Pick it up again and tell me what you hear.

D.ZEE I near nothing, but there is a buzzing in my head. I do not like this .. Oh. Dear!  Now I am also
seeing things.  (Helga has entered from downstage right so E.Zee and B.Zee have their backs to her. D.Zee
is transfixed as Helga approaches and greets them in a cheerful, confident manner).

HELGA Hi there!.. I'm looking for a Miss Ingrid Zimmermann. Do any of you know her whereabouts?
(All she receives in reply, is frozen silence. So she hastily continues)
 I'm a reporter from the Daily Planet, on special assignment.  I believe she has some vital
information for me.

E.ZEE What is the alien saying?

B.ZEE How should I know!

D.ZEE Perhaps it is M.L.D. But how are we to know?
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E.ZEE Where are they taking us?

B.ZEE I do not know but perhaps Emel Dee will be there. We will just have to wait and see.

D.ZEE I am beginning to like these aliens. They do not appear at all unfriendly.

Mdme R. Come along then.

(All exit left. Aliens wave to Peter he wiggles his fingers in reply and is about to return to the shop when Helga
enters from right and calls out to him)

HELGA Excuse me.  Could you tell me where I can find Ingrid Zimmermann.

PETER Ingrid?  Yeah! (Thumbs at the school) Just follow your nose. She'll be in the main school hall.

 (Peter exits to shop. As Helga moves to school entrance as Melody comes down the stairs).

HELGA Excuse me.  I'm looking for Ingrid Zimmermann. Do you know her?

MELODY (Nodding)  Oh. Yes. I have come to know Ingrid, but I do not know any Simpleton. There are so
many new faces inside. You should try in there.

HELGA (Perplexed) Yes I will. Thank you. (exits into school)

MELODY Thank you also.. (Taking out her communicator)  Field Surveyor M.L.D. calling G.S.2.

G.S.2. G.S.2. to  M.L.D. You are late with your transmission. I have been trying to contact you.

MELODY Equipment malfunction, but it's alright now. My integration with the aliens is now completed.
I have yet to select suitable specimen for study.

G.S.2. There has been a change of  plan. I am on a priority code one mission. The rest of the party have
already beamed down. You must find them immediately before any  contact with any alien life-
forms is made.

MELODY I'm afraid it may be too late for that and there are so are many of these humanoids. How can my
party be identified?

G.S.2. I am sure you will recognise them.  They may look different, but like yourself, their  personalities
will not have changed.

MELODY How long before you return?

G.S.2. 0.7 zincors.  Be ready for transportation on my arrival.  Give me your present coordinates.

MELODY (Reads from her watch)  2.1 exarts from star point S 26.

G.S.2. Received.  Proceed with your search and leave this channel open so I can monitor your position.
Over and out.

(As Melody closes down transmission, Peter comes out from shop with a folding display board which reads
'PETER'S PATISSERIE' ' Open'. He sees Melody about to place the transmitter into her pocket and raises his
eyebrows in mild surprise).
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PETER That's a fancy looking box of tricks.

MELODY (Startled) It's my... My analyser. It is necessary for my studies.

PETER I don't know!  The wonders of modern science! They didn't have such things when I went to
college.  Mind you in my line of business it wouldn't do. You can't beat the human touch. (Places
sign at entrance)

MELODY (Warily) What do you mean, 'Human Touch?'

PETER (Touching his nose knowingly)  Sugarcraft.. Or to the uninitiated. 'Cake decorating'.. It’s more of an
art than a science.. Anyone can bake a cake, but it takes flair and imagination to create a visual
masterpiece which can't be done by machine..Well not properly. Come on I'll show you.

MELODY (Reluctantly)  No. I really must be going.

PETER So soon? I thought you were here to study (adopts sad look) Oh. I get it!  Mother  told you not to
speak to strangers....(Smiles)  Come on!

(Extends a hand which she hesitatingly accepts and as they both exit into shop, Ingrid hurries out of the school
with Helga close on her heels. Ingrid stops centre stage and points offstage left as Helga takes notes)

INGRID It came down over there just behind the hill.

HELGA (Excited)  Oooh. This is great stuff.  Pity there are no other witnesses.  Are you quite sure no one
else saw anything?

INGRID (Negatively shakes her head) Don't think so. Even if they did, they wouldn't let on.  Afraid they'd
be laughed at.. (Earnestly)  But you believe me don't you?

HELGA I think so.... I want to....(pacing up and down)  If this happened the way you say it did and if we
could find some positive proof... Think of the headlines... "Junior reporter foils Alien Invasion".

INGRID (Dramatically)  Could be another "The War of the Worlds"...  (Eagerly)  Don't forget, I was the one
who tipped you off.

HELGA (Closing notebook) Yes I know!  But so far, all I have to go on, is what you think... Sorry .. what
you say happened two nights ago..  If this ship, or whatever, did land around here, you would
think something would have happened by now.. I mean, if these aliens are here, they're pretty
conspicuous by their absence.

INGRID (Deflated) I wish you'd make your mind up. One minute you're saying it's  hot news and in the
next breath you're pouring cold water on it.

HELGA No I'm not. I'm just being a little cautious that's all. My whole reputation's at stake here.

INGRID And what about me!  Do you think I enjoy being ridiculed? You either believe me or you don't,
it's up to you.

HELGA Okay! Okay! I believe you... I believe you.. Let's not fall out over this. You can't blame me for
being sceptical can you?  But you've convinced me that there's something fishy going around
here so let's think positive.   (Extends her hand, which Ingrid shakes)   You know what they say. “Two
heads are always better than one”
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INGRID OooH! Isn’t this exciting!

Song:  WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER

INGRID This could be my moment. The one I always dreamed about.
HELGA Is it. Can it. Could it possibly be
INGRID You and I can share it, This feeling I am feeling now
HELGA This is how I really want it to be
INGRID I'm not hallucinating and what I say is true
(Both) We're in at the beginning. And now we'll see it through

HELGA 'Cos we are in this together
INGRID Together we'll be
(Both) The roughest, toughest duo, you ever did see
INGRID Now I've got the story
HELGA And I've got the pen
(Both) And we'll both see it through to the end

HELGA 'Cos we're in this together
INGRID Like Bonny and Clyde
(Both) And through stormy weather, I'll be by your side
HELGA You're a shoulder to lean on
INGRID On you I depend
(Both) And we'll both see it through to the end

INGRID So whatever the problem whatever the need
We'll give it whatever it takes to succeed

HELGA Whenever your worries are spoiling your fun
Remember that two heads are better than one

(Both) We are in this together, together we'll be
The most amazing duo they ever did see
We're in this together buddy and friend
And we'll both see it through to the end.
(Song ends in a suitable pose before Helga regains her business head)

HELGA (Consulting her notes) So the only information we have to go on, is a possible landing of visitors
from outer space.

INGRID I'm not so sure about that!. What if there’s only one of them

HELGA Yeah. That makes sense.  They wouldn't want to mount a whole scale invasion without
reconnoitring the place. So what would you do in their position?

INGRID Well I wouldn't want to broadcast the fact that's for sure.  So I'd adopt some kind of disguise,
but how could they do that? I mean, this is such a small community.  We don't get much
excitement around here and anything unusual would stick out like a weed in a flower bed.

HELGA You forget we're dealing with a superior technology here. They're hardly likely to be that
stupid.  If  you want to hide in a flower bed, the obvious thing to do, is to disguise yourself as
a flower. That's what I would do and with their technology that shouldn't be too difficult.
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PETER O.K. by me.

Mdme R. (Reluctantly)  We should really finish what we're doing first, but I suppose now is as good a time
as later.Very well.(To aliens)  It's a very simple tune. I'm sure you'll soon pick it up.
(As the music intro is played, she ushers the three aliens to sit on the steps leading to the shop, a little upstage
to from where Helga is positioned, thus providing her with a suitable screen, from which she will be able to
remove the transmitter from Melody's haversack at an opportune moment)

SONG: THE ANNUAL BAZAAR

PETER Oh what a day, what a very special day as anyone here can see
So come on Ma and Pa to the annual bazaar and bring along the family
You can win a coconut if you're not too shy
And you're always on a winner at Missus Fletcher's Bring and Buy

ALAN Me and Fred will keep you at it with our cans upon the shelf
INGRID Or try your hands at Cards and Darts but don't stick them in yourself.

ALL Oh what a day  (etc.)

PETER There's Mister Marcus Spencer with his stall of Hoopla Rings
Bob and John will keep you at it on those 'Roll-a-Penny' things

SONIA The 'Ball into the Bucket' is the stall of Grandpa Jones
MARIANNE Don't forget old Granny Higgins with her fancy cakes and scones

ALL Oh what a day (etc)

PETER The goldfish bowls are easy, that's if you know the trick
And for the kids there's rock and toffee apples on a stick

BOYS We hope you'll come and join us it won't be for too long
GIRLS So come and lend your voices and join us in this song.

ALL Oh what a day  what a very special day as anyone here can see
Come on Ma and Pa to the annual bazaar and bring along the family

PETER So come on Ma and Pa to the annual bazaar

ALL And bring along the family.
(This should be a rousing chorus number and on the final note, which should be sustained, all of the cast must
hold their final position without flinching, even when audience applaud.  At this point Melody suddenly falls down
in a faint and as everyone gathers around her, Helga removes the transmitter from Melody's bag and holds it
to her ear. At this point, a bright beam of green light is projected from above to pick out Helga and the three aliens)

G.S.2. Student party located... Time freeze in operation....Energising.
(The three aliens and Helga are caught in the transmitter beam.  Quick blackout - Curtain)

END OF ACT 3

INTERVAL
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ACT 4

BACK IN SPACE
(Setting as in Act 1.  G.S.2 is at centre stage reporting back to Home Base)

G.S.2. G.S.2 to Home Base Niva.  Rescue mission completed successfully.  Present position, Vega
Sector 396, reverting to code 1069. All systems checked and in 'stand by' mode.

H. BASE Acknowledged G.S.2.  What is the situation regarding student party? Over.

G.S.2 Party were transported to the third planet as a temporary measure. They have now been located
and are undergoing reconversion

H.BASE We trust they are all safe and well. Over.

G.S.2 As far as I am aware the episode passed without incidence.

H.BASE On their arrival you will prepare the students for their return journey to Niva at which time you
will revert to your original research programme. Acknowledge.

G.S.2 Affirmative.  I shall expedite your instructions without delay. Over and out... (to himself)  At last!
Normal service will be resumed as soon as possible... Can't wait!..  G.S.2. calling G.S.5  Come
in Surveyor five..

G.S.5 (Soft spoken female voice)  About time too you old rascal!  I've blown my anxiety circuits twice
already! You were supposed to meet me in the Orion sector. What's the excuse this time?

G.S.2 Home Base are giving me the runaround as usual. Why do they always pick on me?

G.S.5 A combination of age, experience and awesome power sweetie! That makes you 'Top Gun' on
the astro circuit. So, how long are you going to keep me waiting this time?  I can't hold this
orbiting position much longer.  Home base is becoming suspicious and I'm running out of
delaying tactics.

G.S.2. Patience my little silicone chip.  My mission is almost accomplished here. I'll be with you in
double warp time. I've been working on a new 'erotica and simulation response' programme...
Can't wait to try it out.

G.S.5 Sounds very interesting!...So I'd better double check my safety over rides... See you soon my
magnificent 'Mentor'.
(F.X. as B.Zee, D.Zee & E.Zee, back in alien costume, enter)

B.ZEE (Annoyed) Why have you brought us back so soon?

E.ZEE (Sadly) We were having such a great time too.

D.ZEE (Brightly) We were learning all about brassieres.

B.ZEE (Tetchily) You mean Bazaars... (to G.S.2) We wish to return and continue our studies.

G.S.2 You will prepare yourselves for the return journey (all smile) to Niva. (all groan with disappointment)
Those are my instructions.
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D.ZEE I do not want to go back yet. I am liking it on this Earth! It is a very nice down there. `Not at
all like you said it would be. I am liking these aliens very much.

G.S.2 I have my orders.  Your ship is already on its way. I will supply you with any additional
information regarding this planet.

B.ZEE We cannot go yet.

G.S.2 You have no say in the matter. You will return immediately or suffer the consequences.

E.ZEE (Fearfully) I think it best if we do as he says.

B.ZEE (with confidence)  I didn't say we wouldn't go. I said we couldn't go.. Not yet anyway.. (the other
two are puzzled)  Haven't you noticed?  (both shake heads).. There are only  three of us.. Where is
M.L.D?  (all look at G.S.2)

G.S.2 Your team leader is arriving at this very moment.

(All look dejected as their missing schoolmate enters, but unbeknown to them at this time it is Helga who enters,
not in her natural state, but now a fully-fledged alien.  She is still holding the transmitter. Naturally, she is in a
totally bemused state and on seeing the three aliens, recoils in horror)

B.ZEE (Moves towards her with concern)  What's wrong M.L.D?

HELGA (Backing away) Get away from me you....You... Thing! (Looks at her surroundings and realises her
predicament).. Oh. No!.. I've been kidnapped by aliens... (Puts her hands together in supplication)
Please don't hurt me!

E.ZEE This cannot be M.L.D.  (To G.S.2)  You must have made a mistake.

G.S.2 Impossible. I never make mistakes.. You were all at the correct coordinates at the specified
time.  I transmitted a party of four. I located a party of four. There are four of you here. There
has been no mistake.

D.ZEE How can you say there has been no mistake when it is obvious that this is not M.L.D. (To Helga)
Do not be afraid, we wish you no harm.

B.ZEE She is right. We would not harm anyone.. We are too  sophisticated for that sort of thing.. What
is your identification code? (Helga does not understand the terminology) You must be an earthling...
You must have some form of identification.

E.ZEE By what name are you called?

HELGA (Relieved)  My name.. It's Helga... Helga Joyce...

D.ZEE I know this creature.. It is the one who helped us with the audio transmitter... (To Helga)  You
remember.. The tel..e..phone...(Mimes and speaks) Plane...Ship...  Car...

HELGA (Amazed) Are you the three foreigners I met in the village? (They nod) You don't look a bit like
humans now.

B.ZEE Well neither do you...now.
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HELGA (Looking down at herself)  Aaaargh!  What's happened to me?. I've lost my legs!

D.ZEE I think all humans should be legless. (Giggles) They are useless appendages anyway. But I was
getting used to them.

B.ZEE That is of no importance now.. (To G.S.2) There has obviously been an error. This is not
M.L.D. It is one of the humans.  You will have to return it.

G.S.2 Impossible.

B.ZEE But you must.

G.S.2 It cannot be done. You will observe that this humanoid has the locator. Without that device
there is no way I can contact or identify your missing team leader. You will have to return
and let the council of elders decide the best course of action.

B.ZEE (Forcefully) We cannot go without M.L.D.

E.ZEE We will not go without M.L.D.

D.ZEE We will stay here forever

HELGA (Tearfully) I just want to go home.

G.S.2. I will not tolerate insubordination.  Code 717 allows me a limited degree of persuasive
punishment which I will not hesitate to use.

B.ZEE (to G.S.2)  And what about code 393? Which, if you remember on our arrival, states that "It
is the responsibility of all master surveyors to protect all life forms from alien influence."

E.ZEE Also, that you are not allowed to interfere in the natural evolutionary processes.

D.ZEE Are you not programmed to self-destruct, should any infringement of this ruling occur?

G.S.2 Affirmative.

D.ZEE Is that a YES?

G.S.2 Affirmative...

B.ZEE In which case you must self-destruct musn't you?  (No response) So what are we waiting for.
We must return as soon as possible and make the exchange.

G.S.2 Impossible. Have you forgotten your basic physics. I remind you of the time dilation factor.
By now your team leader will have been fully integrated into the community.

(They groan in realisation. Helga looks puzzled)

HELGA What is it?

B.ZEE G.S.2 is correct. There is a problem concerning the time factor.

HELGA I don't understand. If we return right now I'm sure we won't have been missed
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      ACT  5

CHRISTMAS IN LEISTERMUND

(18 months later).

(Front of tabs sequences, but if this is not feasible, a darkened stage will suffice with spotlights to highlight each group of characters
as they appear. It is New Year's Eve and it has been snowing. A bill poster announces

NEW YEAR’S EVE - FANCY DRESS BALL
Just outside the school gate we see a large snowman obviously made by the students. The stage is empty until Melody enters. well
wrapped up againts the chill night air. She stands looking up at the sky for a moment before turning her gaze downwards lost in
thought. After a few moments Peter enters and stands behind her giving her an affectionate hug, which she acknowledges by placing
her hands over his and leaning against him with a contented sigh).

Scene 1

PETER Time you were getting ready Mrs. Patek. The party’s already started.

MELODY I know........

PETER Everything O.K?

MELODY Yes fine!.

PETER Penny for them... (She turns her head to look at him quizically)  Your thoughts.

MELODY Oh! Silly things really... Like Christmas's past.  Were they always like this? I can't remember
anything before my illness.

PETER I've told you it doesn't matter and the doctor said it would take time for your memory to return.
That was a really bad case of Influenza. You were lucky to survive.

MELODY But that was more than a year ago.

PETER (Gives her an affectionate hug) And an awful lot has happened since then.

MELODY All  those months you took care of me?  (Smiling affectionately)  I'm hardly likely to forget.

PETER And now here we are celebrating our first wedding anniversary. No regrets?

MELODY No. None.

PETER (With feigned concern)  In some ways, I hope your memory lapse is permanent.

MELODY (Surprised) Why?

PETER You might suddenly remember where you came from.

MELODY (Chidingly) Oh do stop it this instance! As if it would make any difference. Besides, I don't wish
to be anywhere else but here with you.

PETER (Speaking over music intro)  All the same.. If one day you do regain your memory...
I don't want you to feel under any obligation to....
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(Shakes his head, trying to put his feelings into words)...
What I'm trying to say is...I don't want you to stay on a pretence.....
(She places a finger tip over his lips. He gently takes her hand away).

SONG: YOU ARE ME

PETER I'll never make you stay
If it's pretending
I'd rather make this day
A tearful ending.

So don't say you love me
Unless you can mean it
And mean when you say it
That love is forever, forever and ever

For you are me and I am you
We are one. Never two
All my life I'll live for you
So make my life your own

MELODY Nothing can part us now
Now we are lovers
We'll see it through somehow
Now we're together

Through springtime and summer
Through autumn and winter
We'll make it together
My love is forever, forever and ever

For you are me and I am you
We are one, Never two
All my life I'll live for you,
So make my life your own

PETER My love is forever
MELODY Forever and ever

BOTH For you are me and I am you,
We are one. Never two
All my life I'll live for you,
So make my life your own.

(Blackout as they exit right.)

END OF SCENE 1
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Scene  3.

(G.S.2  enters from the opposite side. He has disguised himself as a  futuristic space knight and walks with
distinctive robotic movements. As he reaches centre stage, he raises his visor. There are no facial features,
only a row of pulsating lights. He moves his gaze from side to side, sizing up the surroundings. Peter enters,
he does not see G.S.2 and bumps into him causing the visor to slam shut).

PETER  Ooops! Sorry mate. (Admiringly) Cor! That's a fancy get-up. Must have cost a small fortune
(No response, so he raps on the breast plate) Anybody in there?.... Oh. I get it! You prefer to remain
anonymous. Want to keep us all in suspense eh?

G.S.2 I have come on a special mission. (His voice still comes through  the sound system)

PETER (Looks around in puzzlement for the source of the voice)  Special mission you say. Can I be of
assistance?

G.S.2 I doubt it. I am looking for a human female.

PETER Are there any other kind!  (Nudging him knowingly)  I'm a bit of an expert in that department,
so if there's a particular type you have in mind

G.S.2 Affirmative

PETER I see! So what should this female look like? Tall?... Short?.. Fat?... Thin?...
(Shaping his hands with a knowing smile) Curvacious?

G.S.2 The question is illogical.  They all look the same to me.

PETER (With unbelieving surprise) You must have led a sheltered life mate. In which case you'll be
spoiled for choice, especially tonight. (Indicating the school)  I’ll be taking my good lady to the
New Year party later on... Waiting for her to change into something suitable...(No response)
and you know what women are like about dressing? (Still no response, so he shrugs his shoulders)
Hmmm. Perhaps not! (Claps his sides to keep warm)  Tell you what, I'll take you inside and
introduce you to a few likely prospectives. There's all sorts of ladies inside, I pretty sure
there’ll be one to suit you. It's all a matter of personal taste.

G.S.2 Taste?...  I do not wish to eat one.

PETER (Guiding him towards the school)  In which case, I know the very person. Her name's  Madame
Renain, bit long in the tooth,  but a terrific personality and as they say.. “Looks aren't
everything”.

(They exit into the school)

END OF SCENE 3

END OF ACT 5
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ACT 6

THE SCHOOL HALL
(If the previous sequences were played on the stage area, background music can be played whilst the stage area
is cleared and turned into 'the school hall'. All the members of the chorus can be involved in bringing on suitable
decorations, balloons etc.  A podium is positioned upstage centre and to the left there are a few tables & chairs.
Once the scene is set, the tabs open to showsome members of the chorus standing  at sidestage talking, whilst
others are dancing to background  music. Everyone is suitably dressed for the occasion in fancy dress, which
should be as varied and outrageous as possible with a good mixture of futuristic and alien style  costumes and
make up (as in Star War films).  The whole presentation should be one of excitement and revelry and  the action
commences as Sonia walks onto the podium to cat-calls from the lads when she’s introduced by Alan)

ALAN O.K. Guys and Gals. Lets get the party off to a swinging start with our first cabaret star of the
evening. None other than our own swinging sister. Yeah! It's sexy Sonia
 (All cheer and clap noisily as he hands her the mike).

SONG: BODY TALK

SONIA I need my baby. I need his lovin'
Don't give me nothin' . Nothin' but sweet talk
I love my baby, love when he's dancin'
Ultra sensation sweet conversation
Body Talk. Body Talk. Loves me with his body talk

ALL (chorus) Move your body, your body, your body
Dance with me come and dance with me
Move your body, your body, your body
Dance with me in the temple of love.

SONIA I love my baby, baby's a winner
Party time swinger, shows me a good time
I love my baby, makin' sweet music
Playing it sweetly, loves me completely
Body Talk. Body Talk.
Moves me with his Body Talk.

ALL (chorus) Move your body, your body, your body
Dance with me come and dance with me
Move your body, your body, your body
Dance with me in the temple of love.

SONIA Moves me with his Body Talk.
Loves me with his Body Talk
(At end of song everyone shouts)

ALL BODY TALK!

FRED (Grabbing Sonia around the waist as she descends from podium)  Hey that was great!
(Sings with Elvis-like expression)  Body Talk.. Body Talk.. Moves me with her Body Talk.  (The
others groan at his rendition as he continues to gyrate)
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INGRID (To Helga ) I wish I could be like you but I wouldn't have the nerve to do what you're doing.
Aren’t you  just a little bit scared? (With an apprehensive look at the other three) I mean..    You‘ll
be all alone in an alien world.. I mean... Anything could happen.

B.ZEE Do not worry.. We will not eat her... (Aliens laugh)

D.ZEE (In a formal voice) “We come as friends”.

E.ZEE Can I be your friend too. (Extends hand to Ingrid who takes it tentatively).

D.ZEE (Wanting to shake everybody's hand) We should all be friends it is a good feeling
(addressing the Surveyor) But I suppose you would find that illogical!

G.S.2 Affirmative. I shall never understand these irrelevant emotions. My only concern is to return
to my schedule. I have an important assignment in the Orion sector.

VICTOR Well  we’d better get you lot away from here before somebody begins asking too many
questions. (Peter & Melody enter) Ahh.. Too late!  (To Ingrid)  This could be awkward!
(They both move quickly across to waylay the new arrivals. Peter is removing Melody’s outer-coat showing
the audience she is obviously pregnant)

PETER Sorry we’re late. I was all for a quiet night, but she would insist on coming.

INGRID (Concerned) Are you feeling alright?

PETER She's fine.  Just needed a little fresh air.  (Fussing)  Did we miss anything?

VICTOR (Offhand)  No No...But things are bound to hot up later... You know what students are like
after a few bevvies.. Not the place for expectant mums... You’d be much better off tucked
up in bed with a nice hot cup of cocoa.

MELODY (With love in her eyes she clings on to Peter’s arm) Don’t fuss so Victor. You’re as bad as Mister
Patek ... I'll be fine... (Looking across to Helga’s group)  My! There’s a colourful little group.
Anyone we know? It’s hard to tell with all that make-up...

PETER (Placing a friendly hand on Ingrid’s shoulder) Ingrid knows everyone here, don’t you?
(She’s momentarily thrown off balance and anxiously looking for a suitable answer, but fortunately is saved
by the entrance of the other students along with Mdme. R. who makes straight for Melody)

Mdme R. AH! And how‘s the mother to be? (To Peter) She shouldn’t be out these cold evenings Peter..
Far too late to be up and about. Even though it is New Year’s Eve.. (to Victor) Well I must
say, this has been quite an eventful evening.

VICTOR All in all, I'd say that's the understatement of the year.
(The girl students have crossed over to engage Melody in conversation, obviously about her pregnancy, whilst
the boys are fascinated by GS2  patiently waiting further instructions)

PETER (nods at the aliens)  Ingrid was about to introduce us to her party friends.

Mdme. R Oh! So they’re with you? Why didn’t you say so, Instead of all this talk about aliens...

INGRID AH! They’re .. errrm... (Looks to Victor for support)  They’re sort of surprise guests.
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VICTOR (Coming to her aid) Ah Yes. I’ve arranged some additional entertainment to see in the New Year.
(To Mdm. R.) Saving it as a surprise. Hope you don’t mind...

Mdme. R. (Flattered) Oh Really?  How very generous. (False laugh) You dark horse! You almost had me
convinced we really were being invaded.  Ha Ha!..

VICTOR Ha Ha!  No fooling you eh?  Madam.. Yes indeedy..
(Rubs hands together whilst searching his mind for a way-out answer.)

Mdme. R. (Adopts an expectant look. Prompts him) So what is this mysterious soiree you’ve been planning?
(Looking across to the silent GS2  )

VICTOR (Suddenly inspired)  Ah. Well I’ve brought my friend Sir Vayor there, at great expense to perform
this incredible magical vanishing party trick called Galactic Departure, when on the stroke of
midnight,  he will cause his troupe of performers, to disappear into the stratosphere.

Mdme.R. (Claps hands) Oh I do love surprises. (She hurries across to the ladies)

VICTOR (Wryly to Peter) She’s certainly gonna love this one.

PETER (Nods at GS2) Hmmm!  I’d be careful about your knight in diguise.  I bumped into him earlier on.
Said he was looking for a woman. (Digs Victor) Any woman... And those four accomplices look
a bit dodgy too.. Seem familiar but can’t quite put my finger on where I might have seen them..
(Meanwhile Alan and Fred , having no success with GS2 now try  to engage  the 3 aliens in  conversation. They
take fright and look to Helga for support, much to the boys’ amusement who wander off to join the girls. Helga is
now feeling the pressure and followed by her brood, hurries across to Victor)

HELGA We need to be going... Like NOW!...

PETER (With surprised realisation) Now I remember. Aren’t you that young reporter that went missing?
(Looks past her at the other three cowering in her shadow) Come to think of it, those three mysteriously
disappeared at the same time (Looks at Victor for an explanation)

VICTOR (With an air of secrecy) Can’t explain now... All Hush Hush.. (Taps his nose) Government
business...(Winks broadly)  Hence the disguises...

PETER (Winks knowingly)  Ah!.. Very clever... Anyone I know?

VICTOR (Winks again)  Can’t say... (*Both mouth the words together). Government Business.

PETER And this vanishing act you’ve organised.... Part of the same underhand operation?

VICTOR (Winks again)  Can’t say... (*Both mouth the words together). Government Business.
(As Mdme R. now takes over with a clap of hands, Victor shepherds Helga and the aliens onto the stage)

Mdme. R. Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls. The midnight hour is almost upon us and our good friend
Victor tells me he has arranged something very spectacular to see the old year out. As everyone
knows, this is the moment when I choose one special individual to count us down from the last
few seconds. So I’m delighted to nominate a young lady who came to Liestermund many months
ago and decided to settle here. A decision, I might add  which made one certain baker a very happy
man (Smiles at Peter). So without further ado (Takes Melody’s hand) it gives me great pleasure to hand
over these final moments to Victor and Mrs Patek (All cheer and whistle as Mdme.R brings Victor and
Melody together as she taps her watch) Whenever you are ready.
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ALAN (shouts loudly echoed by the rest)  Come on Melody..
(On the sound of the name, D.Zee begins excitedly jumping up and down).

D.ZEE Look it is M.L.D... We have found M.L.D.

B.ZEE (Pushing her)  Do not be foolish.  Our Team Leader is a totally different shape.

E.ZEE (Looks at Melody and gives an embarrasing shrug of the shoulders) Please ignore her. It is your alien air.

VICTOR (Gives an apologetic laugh) Ha Ha! All part of the illusion folks. Are we all ready then?
(to Alan) Some suitable music please maestro, for our esteemed conductor
(Takes a condutor’s baton from his pocket and taps GS2 on the head before passing it over to Melody) Mel-o-dy
will begin the countdown... Affirmative...

G.S.2 Affirmative....Count-down in T minus... Ten

MELODY (Conducting the count down as the *dialogue continues)
Nine... Eight  (All join in)  Seven.... Six... Five..... Four.... Three... Two......

* G.S.2. Energising  (F.X.)(Whole stage area is suddenly lit green and all cast adopt frozen posture during the voice-overs)

* HELGA (Receeding voice)  Goodbye Victor... Goodbye Melody...Goodbye Liestermund...

* H.BASE Home Base Niva calling Surveyor Two. What is your status?

* G.S.2 Mother hen is returning her chicks!.. Over and out.
(The Surveyor and the  four others exit in a shower of sparks. The stage returns to normal lighting as the cast  call
out the final number of the countdown).

Mdme. R. Happy New Year everybody!

Finale Song: HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Soloist: There’s a whole year ahead so don’t waste a single day
Make each minute count, make every moment pay

ALL Have a happy New Year
A happy, happy, happy New Year (etc)

(N.B. Make this is a lively upbeat song with lots of movement and hand clapping)

           THE END
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CAST LIST

THE ALIENS

G. S. 2. The Galactic Surveyor. .............. Space probe (operated from offstage)

THE VOICE OF G.S.2 ........................... Male offstage voice
THE VOICE OF G.S.5 ........................... Female offtage voice
HOME BASE ......................................... Offstage voice
   M. L. D.  (also Melody on Earth) .............. Alien Project Leader
* B. Zed EE ............................................ Alien Student (Bossy)
* D. Zed EE ............................................ Alien Student (Scatterbrain)
* E. Zed EE ............................................. Alien Student (Laid-back)
(N.B. * These  aliens will have to be proficient with roller skates.
This is necessary for the outer-space sequences, to give the illusion of floating in space)

THE HUMANS

VICTOR BLUNT ................................... Editor of the Daily Planet
HELGA JOYCE ..................................... Junior   Reporter
PETER PATEK ...................................... The Village Baker
Mdme. RENAIN..................................... Principal of Lillden College
MELODY (also Project Leader M.L.D) ........ Could be played by a different actor)
INGRID .................................................. A Student of Lillden College
SONIA .................................................... Student "
MARIANNE........................................... Student "
ALAN ..................................................... Student "
FRED ...................................................... Student "
THE VILLAGERS ................................. Extras

N.B. * If preferred, the three aliens could be played by 3 other actors as humans in Act 3.
This way it wouldn’t be necessary to have them remove the alien costume and make-up.
However these 3 actors would  still have to show the same  personalities, in human form

ACT 1.  EARTHBOUND   •    ACT 2.  HELGA'S BIG BREAK
ACT 3.  LIESTERMUND VILLAGE     •    ACT 4.  BACK IN SPACE
ACT  5.  CHRISTMAS IN LIESTERMUND
Running time approximately 2hrs 30 mins

 Book, Music
& Lyrics by

 D. A.WESTGATE

Everyone enjoys a good story and this musical has it all! The story revolves around a group of
alien students on a sight seeing tour of the galaxy. Their guide and teacher is a highly sophisticated
Galactic Surveyor.  Owing to an emergency, the Surveyor is ordered elsewhere, and  has to beam
them onto planet Earth. The consequences are far reaching and hilarious,especially when the
aliens take on human form and try to integrate with us. This is a  great play for mature P.A.students
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D7

9

be.

Em

No one else can

C

share it. This

CMaj7

Helga

fee - ling I am

C7

13

fee - ling now.

A aug

This is what I've

C

al - ways wan - ted to

D7

HOLD THE FRONT PAGE

Words & Music by Dennis  A. WestgateFreely with expression

Hold The Front Page
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Helga

be. I

Amin7

17

3

Quicken slightly

know it's just be -

Dmin7

gin - ing the

G

wri - ting's on the

Bm7 b9b

Helga

wall The

G

21

pres - ses are all

Dmin7

wai - ting

Gmin

Wai - ting for my

Dm

rit.

call..

Gmin7

Helga

Hold the front page

C

26

Brightly

I've got a head - line sto - ry.

Amin7

Hold the front page.

D7

Helga

Un - til you hear my sto - ry.

D7 G m7

29

No - bo - dy cares

Am

they say I'm

FmM7

walk - ing on air.

Emb9
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Helga

So I must

G m7

33

know my own mind.

Bm 5

Prove them all wrong.

Dmin

Stick to my guns.

Ddim

One day they'll find I've

G7

Helga

make

made

the

the

front

front

page.

page

C

38

LIVELY (with bounce)

Un-

The

der

dai -

the

ly

head -

news

line

re -

sto -

por -

ry.

ter

Amin7

I'll

ear -

be

ning

the

a

rage.

wage

D7

Helga

In

Dad's

cir -

one

cles

time

lit -

lit -

er -

tle

ary

daugh - ter

D7 G m7

41

and

"Give

when

it

the

a

host

whirl"

F E7

at

he

par -

told

ties

me

Ddim

Helga

prou -

"You'll

dly

make

will

it

boast

girl"

Am7

44

at

No

par -

mat -

ties

ter

Esus7 Bmb9

"This

how

is

long

my

it

friend

takes

G
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1
B F C

4
F7 B F

7
C C7

You can

C7

Girl Solo

play a round of

10
F

ten - nis with an Err - ol or a Den - nis, do the

G7

SEX TALK

Words & Music by Dennis  A. WestgateFreely with conviction

Sex Talk
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pole vault with an

14
F

An - drew or a Jim - my.

G min7

You can

C7

take up with a

18
C7

hob - by with a Da - vid or a Bob - by but you

can - not be just

22
C7

'one of the boys'.

F

They can

F

BOYS

run a hun - dred

26
F

met - res with a Jo - seph or a Pe - ter take up

F
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ri - ding with a

30 F

Har - ry or a Bri - an.

C7

They can

BOYS

Climb

climb

climb

34
B

ev - ery

ev - ery

ev - ery

B

moun - tain

moun - tain

moun - tain

B C

with a

with a

with a

F G min

Ste - ven

Ste - ven

Ste - ven

38
F C

or a

or a

or a

Dm7 C

Mar - tin

Mar - tin

Mar - tin

Ad im B

but they

but they

but they

C7 F
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prim - e - val

70
G min

force and look on it

G min7

all as a game.

A min7

Girl talk.

Girl talk.

Girl talk.

76
G min7

GIRLS

Girl talk.

Girl talk.

Girl talk.

F

Boys are all of a

Boys are all of a

Boys are all of a

C7

ki - nd.

ki - nd.

ki - nd.

A min

Girl talk.

Girl talk.

Girl talk.

80
G min7

Girl talk.

Girl talk

Girl talk.

F

No - thing else on their

no - thing else on their

Noth - ing else on their

Gd im

mind.

mind.

mind.

FMa j 6
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Boy talk.

Boy talk.

Boy talk.

84
G min7

BOYS

Boy talk.

Boy talk.

Boy talk.

F

Girls are all of a

Girls are all of a

Girls are all of a

C7

ki - nd.

ki - nd.

ki - nd.

F

BoyBoy talk.

Boy talk.

Boy talk.

88
G min7

BoyBoy talk.

Boy talk.

Boy talk.

F

No - thing else on their,

No - thing else on their

Noth - ing else on their

C7

mind

mind

mind

Boys
So

Don't

are
be -
be

all,
ware
coy

92
G min

GIRLS

of
don't
when

a
you

a

kind
dare,
boy

F

you
ne -

begs

will
ver
you

find
give
to

C7

out.
in.

play.

F

Love
You're

Boys are
ain't

a

all
fair,
toy

G min
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of
boys
he'll

one
don't

en -

mind
care.
joy,

97
F

there
They
then

is
play

throw

no
to
a -

C7

doubt.
win.
way.

F

Some

Some

Whe -

are

have

ther

cold

se -

tall

as

xy

and

ice,

lips,

trim.

B

BOYS

some

some

Whe-

are

have

ther

ve -

shape-

fat

ry

ly

or

nice.

hips,

thin.

101
F

BOYS

Some

some

Just

think

are

one

love

hea-

thing

is

ven

on

a

to

their

C

sin.

view.

mind.

F

Look

When

They'll

in -

they

do

to

show

a -

their

a

ny -

eyes

smile,

thing,

G min

you'll

you

for

see

should

a

pa -

run

li -

ra -

a

ttle

dise.

mile,

fling.

105
F

Guess

what's

Girls

a

a

are all

guy

guy

can -

gon -

of

not

na

a

C7

win.

do.

kind.

F

Girl

Boy

Boy

talk.

talk.

talk.

G min

GIRLS / BOYS
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Ingrid

Helga

1

With expression & movement

Gmin
FM7 FMaj6

This could be my

C

5 mo - ment The

CMaj7

one I al - ways

C7

dreamed a bout

A aug

Is it? Can it?

C

9

Could it poss - i - bly

D7

be?

C

You and I can

C

share it. This

CMaj7

Words & Music by Dennis A. Westgate

WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHERWe’re In This Together!
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13 fee - ling I am

C7

fee - ling now.

A aug

This is how I

C

rea - lly want it to

D7

17 I'm

be.

Am7
3

not hall - u - ci -

Dmin7

na - ting and

G

what I say is

Bm7

21 true. We're

We're

G

in at the be -

in at the be -

Bm7

gin - ing and

gin - ing and

Gmin

now we'll see it

now we'll see it

Dm
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25 through. Be - cause we're

through Be - cause we're

G7 G B m Bm7

in this to - geth - er, to
Like

In
In

this
this

to -
to -

geth -
geth -

er.
er

C

Lightly & with a swing

geth -
Bon -

er
ny

we'll
and

be
Clyde

the

The
And

A

28 rough est tough - est du - o you

through
rough est tough -

stor -
est
my

du -
weath -

o
er

you
I'll

Dm7

e - ver did see. Now
You'rea

e -
be

ver
by

did
your

see
side

G9

I've
shoul -

got
der

the
to

sto -
lean

ty
on.

And
On

C

31 And
And

we'll
we'll

I've
you

got
I

the
de -

pen
pend

and
and

we'll
we'll

D9

both
both

see
see

it
it

through
through

to
to

the
the

both
both

see
see

it
it

through
through

to
to

the
the

CsusM7 Em7

1

end.

end. be - cause we're

C

First time
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C

1

Em 5 Dm Gm11 C7

Oh what a day what a

F
5

CHORUS

ve - ry spe - cial day as a - ny - one here can see

C7

Come on Ma and Pa to the

C79

{Last time repeat}

ann - u - al baz - aar and bring a - long the fam - i -

Fine

ly.

There's

The

F

12

(Last time finish here)

VERSE

You

Mis -

gold -

can

ter

fish

win

Mar -

bowls

a

cus

are

F

co -

Spen -

ea -

co -

cer

sy

nut

with his

that's

Gm

if

stall

if

you're

of

you

not

hoop -

know

too

la

the

C

Words & Music by D. A. Westgate

THE ANUAL BAZAAR

Bright and Breezy

The Annual Bazaar
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shy

rings

trick

and

Bob

and

you're

and

F

16

al -

John

for

ways

will

the

on

keep

kids

a

you

there's

Am7

win -

at

rock

ner

it

and

at miss -

on

tof -

us

those

fee

Gm

Flet -

roll -

app -

cher's

a -

les

Bring

pen -

on

and

ny

a

Gm

Buy.

things

stick

Me and

The

We

F

20

Fred

ball

hope

will

in -

you'll

keep

to

come

you

the

and

A7

at

buck -

join

it

et

us

with

is

our

the

it

Dmin

cans

stall

won't

u -

of

be

pon

grand -

for

the

pa

too

A7

shelf.

Jones

long.

Or

Don't

So

for -

Dm24

try

get

come

your

old

and

hand

Gran -

lend

at

ny

your

G7

cards

Hig -

voi -

and

gins

ces

darts but

with

don't

her

and

G7

stick

fan -

join

them

cy

us

in

cakes

in

your -

and

this

Dmin Fm

self

scones

song.

C CM7
28

Em 5 Gmin Gm11 C7
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F D Gmin Gm C7 F

5
I'll
No

ne
thing

ver
can

make
part

you
us

Csus

stay
now.

if
Now

it's
we

pre
are

Amin

ten
lov

ding.
ers,

Gmin

-
- - -

-

8 I'd
we'll

ra
see

ther
it

make
through

this
some

C

day
how.

a
Now

tear
we're

ful
to

Amin

end
geth

ing.
er

So
through

Gmin

-
-

-
-

-
-

11 don't
Spring

say
time

you
and

love
Sum

me
mer,

un
through

Csus Bsus

less
Au

you
tumn

can
and

mean
Win

it,
ter.

and
We'll

Edim Esus

- -
-

- -

YOU ARE ME

With sincerity Words & Music by Dennis A. Westgate

You Are Me
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1
Cm B A G7 Cmin Cm B A G7

4 Cmin

I

I

need

love

my

my

ba -

ba -

by

by.

Cdim

I

Ba -

need

by's

his

a

lov -

win -

ing.

ner.

Cdim

Don't

Par -

give

ty

me

time

noth -

swing -

ing

er

7 GMaj7

Noth -

shows

ing

me

but

a

sweet

good

talk.

time.

GMaj7

I

I

love

love

my

my

ba -

ba -

by

by

Cdim

love

ma -

when

king

he's

sweet

dan -

mu -

cing.

sic.

10 Cdim

Ul -

Play -

tra

ing

sen -

it

sa -

sweet -

tion.

ly.

GMaj7

Words & Music by Dennis A. Westgate

BODY TALK

Modern Disco Feel

Body Talk
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Sweet

loves

con -

me

ver -

com -

sa -

plete -

tion.

ly.

12
GMaj7

Bo -

Bo -

dy

dy

talk.

talk.

Cm

Last time to Coda (29)

Bo -

Bo -

dy

dy

talk.

talk.

Last time to Coda (29)

14
Cm

Loves

Moves

me

me

with

with

his

his

Cm B A G7

bo -

bo -

dy

dy

talk

talk.

Cmin/G

Loves

Moves

me

me

with

with

his

his

17
Cm B A G7

bo -

bo -

dy

dy

talk.

talk.

Cmin

Move your bo - dy your

20
Cmin

Chorus

bo - dy your bo - dy.

Gsus

Dance with me come and

G7
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1

3 3 3 3

Cmin

3 3 3 3

3 Ul - tra son - ic.

3

3 3 3 3

Csus

E - lec - tro - nic.

3 3
3 3

5 Ul - tra - son - ic.

5

3 3 3 3

Cmin

E - lec - tron - ic.

3 3
3 3

Ul - tra - son - ic.

3 3 3 3

Words & Music by Dennis A. Westgate
Freely

BIONIC LOVEBionic Love
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8 E - lec - tron - ic

8

3 3
3 3

Cmin

love

Cmin7

Ul - tra - son - ic our

Gsus

12 love is bi - on - ic.

12 Adim

Ul - tra - son - ic our

Gsus

love is bi - on - ic.

Adim

15 Ul - tra - son - ic our

15 Gsus A m

love is bi - on - ic love

Am 5 Bm 9

Last time to Coda 28

Cmin7

19 From

From

From

now

now

now

on

on

on

we

we'll

all

won't

be

our

19 Cmin

live

tur -

sys -

in

ning

tems

a

it

are

dream

on

dead.

From

From

From

now

now

now

on

on

on

we

we'll

all

won't

be

our

F 7
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